
GUIDELINES for publishing in INDIVISA, Studies and Research Bulletin. 

Papers will be unpublished and sent in a Word document following the styles included 

in the template ‘style guide’ which can be found in the Bulletin’s Web page: 

http://indivisa.lasallecentrouniversitario.es, and will be sent by email as an attached 

document to the following address: ange@lasallecampus.es. The message must 

include the following information: standard mail, telephone, name and surname of the 

author(s), institution where they work, email address and date of the final paper. The 

message will also contain a statement of originality indicating that the paper has not 

being simultaneously sent to other publications. 

 
Original documents will be submitted to the external evaluation of two or three 
experts in the field for blind-peer review. The Editorial Board will decide upon its 
publication, notifying the authors accordingly. The Editorial Board respects the 
authors’ freedom of thought, neither modifying their opinions nor adhering to them.  
 
Submission deadline for each yearly volume is on June 30. Acknowledgment of 
receipt of original documents will be notified within thirty working days following 
submission. The Editorial Board will resolve their publication in a maximum of six 
months. 

Original documents must be written in Spanish or English and, occasionally, in 
another language according to the Editorial Board’s judgement. Authors are advised 
to adjust their papers to the following guidelines: 

Title of the paper (in Spanish and English). 

Personal information of the author(s): name and surname of each author, affiliation 

(whole name of institution) and email address. 

An abstract in Spanish and in English (200 words approximately).  

5 to 10 key words in Spanish and English. These words should be key words or 
internationally accepted terms in the field of education for expressing concepts and 
contents (see ERIC Thesaurus). 

The following text structure is recommended: introduction, materials and method, 
outcome and conclusion-discussion (IMRYD format). 

Textual quotations must refer to compliance with APA 6th Edition. 

Outlines, drawings, graphs, tables, etc. must serve the purpose of complementing or 
clarifying the text. They will be numbered sequentially according to type (table, 
graph…), inserted in the appropriate place of the body of the text and will be in black 
and white. Graphs, outlines and tables must be presented in a non-image format with 
the aim of enabling possible modifications when necessary for layout purposes.  
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Notes will be numbered sequentially including their text as footnotes, and should be 
kept to the minimum necessary. Simple bibliographical references are to be avoided, 
in which case, they must appear in the text, indicating only the author(s) and, in 
brackets, year of publication; the complete reference will be included in the 
bibliographical references section.  

A list of references will be included at the end of the paper. They will be presented 
alphabetically and must adjust to APA 6th Edition. 

Acceptance of a paper for its publication entails that copyright in any means or 
support is transferred to the Bulletin. Authors will receive a volume of the Bulleting 
but publication in Indivisa does not entail receiving income. Permission from the 
Editorial Board must be granted for its partial or total reproduction and, in any case, 
the source must be indicated. 


